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**Abstract**

The titania based nanomaterials are an attractive candidates for energy and environmental applications. TiO$_2$ is one of the most important photocatalyst for its special multiple characteristics like high reactivity, low toxicity, low cost, high flexibility, long term stability especially in aqueous medium, shows relatively high energy conversion efficiency, easy to prepare several modifications with various morphologies, with good recycle ability, favorable band edge positions and superior physiochemical and optoelectronic properties. However, large band gap of titania and massive charge carrier recombination impairs its wide photocatalytic applications. As an alternative to various strategies reported extensively in literature, noble metal deposition on the titania surface seems to be effective and reliable method for increasing the life time of excitonic pairs and to extend the band gap absorption to visible range of the solar spectrum. In this focused review, we discuss the fundamental and critical issues in the photocatalytic activity of metal deposited titania taking into consideration the influence of various parameters like preparation methods, metal dispersion on titania, formation of heterojunctions and optimum metal loadings on the interfacial charge carrier dynamics. The metal deposition onto the varied hierarchical morphology, crystal structure, defective surface of titania along with extended modification like simultaneous doping and heterostructure coupling with other semiconductors is also highlighted. It was revealed that deposited metal is involved in multiple crucial roles like; (i) it serves as passive electron sink with high capacity to store electrons to suppress photogenerated charge carrier recombination; (ii) it facilitates rapid oxygen reduction to generate reactive free radicals; (iii) visible light response for titania can be achieved through surface plasmon resonance effect; (iv) direct excitation of metal nanoparticles especially under visible light and vectorial electron transfer to the TiO$_2$ CB. This review attempts to provide a comprehensive update of design and fabrication of metallization on the surface of TiO$_2$ semiconductor particles highlighting some of the advancements made in the energy and environment applications.
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1. Introduction

Nano metal deposits on semiconductor surface provide a simple and convenient way to tailor the physicochemical-optical properties of the photocatalysts. A great deal of research on photocatalyst engineering has been carried out to customize the electronic band structure of various semiconducting materials for a specific chemical reaction with unique opto-electronic property [1,2]. TiO₂ is one of the most widely used semiconductor photocatalyst for the oxidative destruction and mineralization of vast number of organic substrates [3–8]. The main aim is to explore novel photocatalyst materials with suitable band structure which allows efficient photogeneration of electron–hole pairs to participate in oxidative/reductive processes preferably in the visible region [9–11].

The high charge-carrier recombination rate is the consequence of deeper penetration depth of photons (beyond the space charge region) and the short mean free paths of charge carriers, which stipulates the charge carriers to recombine before they could reach the semiconductor surface to participate in photochemical reactions [12]. Attempts to address this problem were mainly centered on fabricating the photocatalyst structure in order to maximize the photon absorption and minimize the charge carrier recombination. Apart from introducing various bulk imperfections via doping to provide shallow trap states for electrons, another effective method for increasing the life time of electron–hole pairs and to extend the band gap absorption of titania to the visible region is to deposit the noble metal on the titania surface [11–15]. Noble metals in bulk are photoactive only to a small extent but when deposited on the surface of semiconductors like TiO₂, possess electron storage properties leading to improved charge separation or charge rectification. The noble metal nanoparticles when deposited on the surface of the semiconductor have distinct optical and catalytic properties which are not usually observed in the case of bulk metal. Gerisher has highlighted the importance of dioxygen reduction by conduction band (CB) electrons which prevent the recombination of photogenerated charge carriers and he further inferred that the superoxide radical formation may be the slowest step in the reaction sequence occurring in the millisecond time regime leading to the oxidation of substrates [16]. A nano noble metal deposit on TiO₂ surface can enhance the photocatalytic efficiencies due to the faster rate of interfacial electron transfer from semiconductor to metal deposits and vice versa compared to the surface trapping states induced by the bulk modification [16]. The metal nano particles deposited on the TiO₂ surface change the original charge carrier concentration equilibrium by withdrawing the electrons out of TiO₂ bulk structure which in turn accelerate the dioxygen reduction. In any photocatalytic process involving metal/TiO₂ composite, deposited noble metal has the mediating role in trapping and transfer of photogenerated electrons from the TiO₂ to an acceptor. These activities greatly reduce the possibility of electron–hole recombination resulting in efficient separation and enhancing the rate of photocatalytic reactions [17]. In general, metallization decreases the probability of charge carrier recombination and increases the fraction of photogenerated holes undergoing the interfacial charge transfer reaction resulting in faster degradation of organic intermediates. Metal deposition on TiO₂ surface does not significantly alter the structure and microstructure of TiO₂, although marginal changes in surface area and pore diameter can be observed in most of the cases which are not large enough to influence the photoactivity in a drastic way [18]. Hence, it can be tentatively proposed that the deposited metals exert a more significant effect in the separation of photogenerated charge carriers and also on the catalysis process. The absorption properties of metallized TiO₂ depend on the optical properties of the deposited metal, the matrix and the volume fraction of the metal in the composite mixture. Metal deposited TiO₂ shows an absorption band in the visible region due to surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect [19]. SPR is a characteristic feature of any metal nanoparticle deposited on semiconductor and this effect arises as a result of collective modes of oscillation of the free CB electrons induced by its interaction with electromagnetic field [20]. At the semiconductor/metal interface a significant redistribution of charge occurs due to the overlap of the wave functions from the two sides, depending on the work function of metal and semiconductor. The formation of a depletion zone causes the bending of valence band (VB) and CB of semiconductor for example in an n-type semiconductor the bands are shifted downwards and p-type semiconductors the bands are bent upwards in relation to the Fermi level [20]. The transfer of the photoexcited electrons from the CB edge of the semiconductor to the metal deposit is facilitated when the band edge positions of both match with each other, but the opposite scenario is prevented to certain extent by the formation of Schottky barrier [21]. The interaction of the CB electrons with the electromagnetic field of specific wavelengths in the nano metal deposits causes coherent electron cloud oscillations leading to the increase in the energy density at the surface. Thus, noble metal nanoparticles immobilized on the semiconductor surface can enhance the local field energy under visible light excitation through the SPR effect and then these electrons participate in the photocatalytic redox reactions or in the energy conversion process [22]. The plasmon absorption band of metal deposited TiO₂ will be generally observed at higher wavelengths compared to the unmodified TiO₂. Interfacial and interparticle interactions dictate the shift and broadening of plasmon band of metal nanoparticles deposited on the TiO₂ surface [23]. The choice of noble metal for the surface deposition to enhance the photocatalytic activity of TiO₂ depends on its work functions, size and shape which in turn influences the optical properties of TiO₂ [24,25]. Highly dispersed metal nanoparticle on the semiconductor surface will have low degree of aggregation due to the stabilization provided by the surface charges and further it prevents the scattering effects and allows the efficient absorption of photons by the metal/TiO₂ composite system. The chemical transformations of the substrate molecules at the metal/TiO₂ interface may be detrimental to the long-term stability of the metal/TiO₂ heterojunction, since the transformations may alter the valency of the metal species during the photocatalytic reactions [26]. Since the experimental conditions like reaction medium, redox species at the interface and the intensity of excitation directly influence such chemical transformations, it is necessary to consider these issues while designing a composite photocatalyst for long term irradiation experiments. Photometallization process carried out for longer duration (under UV irradiation) results in a decrease in the efficiency of photoelectrochemical and photocatalytic activity. The possibilities of oxidation of deposited metal by the photogenerated hole and/or surface hydroxyl radicals was proposed as the reason for the observed deterioration of the catalytic performance of the nanocomposite [27]. In this regard researchers have used several noble metals like Pt, Au, Pd and Ag for deposition on TiO₂ surface. The advantages and limitations of each metal deposited on TiO₂ surface is discussed elaborately in further sections.

2. Photocatalytic activity of platinum deposited titania (Pt/TiO₂)

It is well known that Pt is one of the best noble metal catalyst used in the conventional thermal oxidation processes. Deposition of Pt on TiO₂ surface is thought to enhance charge carrier separation and increase the extent of surface adsorption of various organic compounds. Pt serves as an electron trap forming a charge-transfer complex between Pt and TiO₂ [27–31].

Sakata et al. discussed the photocatalytic properties of Pt loaded TiO₂ particles in terms of photochemical diode [27].
This model describes the formation of Schottky barrier at the metal–semiconductor interface with the creation of an electron depletion layer at the Pt/TiO₂ junction leading to the downward bending of TiO₂ energy bands (Fig. 1) [28]. Electrons are readily transferred through this heterojunction barrier and are trapped by the Pt nanoparticles, while the photogenerated holes are directed toward the interface. Thus, metal deposits serve as passive electron sinks and enhance the kinetics of dioxygen reduction (cathodic half reaction in the photocatalytic process), while the holes tend to accumulate at the TiO₂-solution interface [28].

\[ ne^- + M^0 \rightarrow M^{n^-} \]  
\[ M^{n^-} + O_2 \rightarrow O_2^{2-} + M^0 \]

The dioxygen reduction by photoelectrons can induce multistep chain reactions producing various kinds of oxidative free radicals, which reinforces the process of anodic oxidative photodecomposition of the substrate molecule [27]. Thus based on the photochemical diode model, anodic oxidation and cathodic reduction takes place at the metal and TiO₂ surface, respectively under UV light illumination. At the interface of two materials, electrons flow from one material to another (from the higher energy Fermi level to lower energy Fermi level) to equilibrate the Fermi energy levels. Charge accumulation on the metal results in the Fermi-level equilibration by raising the quasi Fermi level of the metal close to the CB energy level of the oxide semiconductor [29]. The charges at the Helmholtz and diffuse double layers formed at the metal-solution interface play an important role in controlling the Fermi–level equilibration [30]. Schottky barrier formed at the heterojunction results in the metal having an excess negative charge and the semiconductor with an excess positive charge, between which a depletion layer is formed that maintains the charge separation. The negative charge on the metal nanoparticles is also due to the large difference in the work function of deposited metal and the TiO₂. Thus, electron transfer is facilitated from the material with higher work function to the material with lower work function [31]. Pichat et al. analogously observed a decrease in the photocconductivity of platinized TiO₂ samples in comparison with pure TiO₂ due to the flow of electrons from TiO₂ to metal [28]. Literature also shows the reduction of water to oxygen with irradiated Pt-loaded rutile TiO₂ [32–35]. In these experiments the flat band potential of TiO₂ single crystal having rutile structure was observed at a potential slightly positive with respect to the HF/H₂ redox potential [32]. Pt deposition carried out by Ohtani et al., on different crystal phases of titania (either on the surface of anatase or on the surface of rutile) did not influence the electron transfer process from TiO₂ to Pt [33]. This conclusion was based on the results obtained for both these samples which showed similar activity for H₂ evolution based on the action spectral studies [33]. Moonrisi et al. reported the enhanced rate of degradation of 4-chlorophenol (4-CP) using Pt deposited (1 mol%) P25 under the experimental conditions of nitrogen bubbling. They observed that the degradation rate decreased in the presence of dissolved oxygen [34]. In another study Pt/TiO₂ (rutile) showed superior activity for CO conversion, while only 75% of CO conversion was achieved with Pt/P25. But however Pt/TiO₂ (anatase) showed no activity at all under visible light irradiation. In this case, Pt/TiO₂ (rutile) can be considered as a multifunctional catalyst, since rutile phase can be activated by the visible light and the deposited Pt facilitates both CO adsorption and charge transfer process [35]. Bosc et al. also reported similar results with Pt/P25, which showed lower activity compared to Pt/TiO₂ (rutile) photocatalyst for CO conversion, probably due to the poor absorption of the former under the stream of visible light illumination [36]. It is suggested that Pt deposits on the surface of anatase crystals of P25 may not maintain its metallic state and they do not have physical metal semiconductor interface compared with the visible light photoactivated rutile. Anatase phase is notphotoactive under visible light illumination and further the Pt metal deposits are oxidized on the surface as PtO₂ species resulting in lower CO uptake [35]. Pt deposited (1 wt%) Hombikat UV 100 (pure anatase) and Millenium PC 50 (pure anatase) showed enhancement for the decomposition of phenol and total organic carbon removal by a maximum factor of 1.5 compared to the unmodified titania [37]. While Pt deposited P25 sample containing both anatase and rutile phases showed lower activity compared to the undeposited P25, which suggested that platination did not increase the efficiency of charge separation in Pt/P25 and the bicrystalline framework itself was sufficient enough to hinder the efficient charge recombination in photocatalytic reaction [37]. Sakthivel et al., has demonstrated that Pt loading on P25 (0.8 wt%) increases the activity of the catalyst for the photodegradation of Acid Green 16 [38]. Li and Li have found that Pt (0.75%) deposited on biphasic TiO₂ (85% A + 15% R) showed superior activity for the degradation of methyl orange (MO) and methylene blue (MB) under UV/visible light irradiation [39]. From the XPS studies it is shown that the partial reduction of PtCl₆²⁻ takes place during the photodeposition process and results in the formation of Pt(OH)₂, PtO₂ along with metallic Pt on TiO₂ surface and also leads to the formation of Ti²⁺ centers in the crystal
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**Fig. 1.** Energy band diagram under UV illumination: (A) before contact between Pt and TiO₂, (B) after contact between Pt and TiO₂. \( \Phi_M \) and \( \Phi_{TiO2} \) are the electron affinity and energy band gap of TiO₂, respectively. \( \Phi_H \) is the work function of illuminated TiO₂. \( \Phi_N \) is the work function of Pt. \( \Delta E = \Phi_N - \Phi_M \) is the increase in the Fermi level of Pt after contact with illuminated TiO₂.

lattice [40]. According to them, these impurities served as visible light harvesters and also effectively inhibited the charge carrier recombination resulting in the enhanced activity compared to bare TiO₂. Based on cryo-TEM studies, Wang et al., suggested that TiO₂ nanoparticles tend to form three dimensional networks in the solution which is considered as antenna system leading to the improved photocatalytic activity [41]. The deposition of Pt apparently favors the particle aggregation to form the chain structures which are pre requisite for the fast transport of excitation energy or photo-generated carrier chains. Choi and co-workers reported that Pt metallization effect is nearly nil and it is even negative with rutile TiO₂, while the effect was consistently positive with anatase TiO₂ for the dechlorination of trichloroethylene (TCE) irrespective of the light intensity [42]. The degradation of TCE on the surface of platinized TiO₂ showed positive results at high light intensity, but showed poor activity at low light intensity. In another study polyoxometallate (POM) is used as an electron shuttle mediator for the photocurrent in Pt/TiO₂ suspension. When the TiO₂ surface is platinized, the photocurrent is expected to increase because of the CB electron trapping by the Pt deposits [43]. As the number of CB electrons increases they are transferred to the collector electrode via reox cycle of POM or to the Fe³⁺ ions. Fe³⁺ ions mediated photocurrent generation in the Pt/TiO₂ suspension was consistently more efficient than that of TiO₂ suspension under all irradiated conditions and this is due to the scavenging ability of Fe³⁺ ions for the CB electrons. Photocurrent generation with Pt/TiO₂ system is higher for low intensity light compared to high intensity light suggesting significant enhancement in photocurrent generation when the photon flux is limited [44]. Pt/TiO₂ facilitated the reaction process for trapping of CB electron by TCE molecule to generate TCE radical. Further, when TCE radical reacts with VB hole (TCE mediated recombination) on the surface, results in null reaction and the overall efficiency of TCE degradation is reduced. Once TCE radical is desorbed from the Pt surface into the bulk liquid, it immediately reacts with oxygen and will have very little chance to redorsb on TiO₂ surface. Therefore, oxidation of TCE radical either takes place on the Pt surface leading to the null reaction or in the bulk of the reaction solution leading to complete oxidation. The null reaction pathway occurring on Pt/TiO₂ surface is favored under low intensity light. The trapping of more number of electrons by Pt deposit by using high intensity light induces negative charge on the TiO₂ surface and hence destabilizes TCE radical anion due to electrostatic repulsion [45]. Photoplatinization of TiO₂ thin films using water/ethanol (acts as sacrificial electron donor) solutions in the molar ratio of 80/20 showed superior biregime activity for Orange G degradation under UV irradiation [46]. Pt/TiO₂ thin film prepared by using pure ethanolic solution and 50% ethanolic solution showed lower activity suggesting that platinization in water rich environment is more favored [47]. However, such biregime photocatalytic mechanism was not observed for non-platinized TiO₂ thin films due to the poor rate of photoelectron transfer to dissolved oxygen. Photoplatinization in ethanol rich solution induced CO adsorption (by product of ethanol oxidation) at the surfaces of Pt clusters and total desorption of CO requires high thermal treatment. Conversely, photo platinization in water rich environment suppress the CO contamination and seems to promote water adsorption at the surface of Pt clusters which favors hydroxyl radical generation. CO adsorption in the former case hampers the process of photoelectron transfer to the dissolved oxygen thereby reducing the efficiency [47]. Superior activity was observed when deposit size was 2.5–4 nm for the degradation of phenol compared to the samples with higher deposited sizes (4–8 nm) obtained at higher calcination temperature [48]. This could suggest that within the same sample there is an optimum size for metal deposits for improved photoefficiency and the larger metal deposits might become detrimental [49]. The Pt deposit before sulfation on TiO₂ surface showed higher photoactivity for acetone oxidation compared Pt deposition after sulfation. In this case Pt was deposited on the TiO₂ surface via NaBH₄ reduction [50]. In the former case, boron species were removed during sulfation process, while in the later case, boron species served as recombination centers during the process of oxidation of acetone. The degradation of trichloroacetate (TCA) under UV illumination revealed that anodic path was dominant on platinized TiO₂, while the anodic path was operative on bare TiO₂. It was suggested that platinum surface stabilized reactive intermediates (dichlorocarbene) and subsequently changed the mechanistic pathway of TCA degradation. However, the presence of electron donors favored oxic pathway for both the photocatalysts, as they scavenged the VB holes [51]. Linsebigler et al., showed that the addition of Pt particles to TiO₂ single crystal surface decreased both the rate and total yield of the photooxidation of CO [52]. It was proposed that the defect sites (Ti³⁺) which are necessary for the oxidation of CO to CO₂ was preferentially blocked by Pt particles which reduces the photoactivity of the catalyst. Pt deposited TiO₂

Table 1
Characteristics of bare and Pt/TiO₂ samples before and after the photocatalytic oxidation of DMMP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photocatalyst</th>
<th>S BET, m²/g</th>
<th>Pt oxidation state</th>
<th>Pt oxidation state</th>
<th>[Pt]/[Ti]</th>
<th>[Pt]/[Ti]⁺</th>
<th>W max, mol/cm² s × 10⁻¹⁰</th>
<th>n(CO₂), mol/cm² × 10⁻¹⁰</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Pt⁰, Pt¹⁺</td>
<td>Pt⁰, Pt¹⁺</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Pt⁰</td>
<td>Pt⁰</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


W max is the maximum rate of the CO₂ production registered during photocatalytic oxidation.

[Pt]/[Ti] are the atomic ratios of the respective cations on the surface of Pt/TiO₂ according to XPS measurements.

n(CO₂), mol/cm² × 10⁻¹⁰ is the amount of CO₂ evolved in 1600 min.

* The oxidation state after the reaction.

Table 2
Physico-chemical properties and photocatalytic activities of fibrous TiO₂ and Pt/TiO₂ prepared by using H₂–xPt(NH₃)₄TiO₃O0.25H₂O precursor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation conditions</th>
<th>Phase compositions</th>
<th>SSA, m²/g</th>
<th>Band gap (eV)</th>
<th>H₂ evolution ability (mmol h⁻¹)</th>
<th>NO destruction ability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;400 nm</td>
<td>&gt;290 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>A + (R)</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrous TiO₂ treated in methanol at 325°C</td>
<td>M + (A)</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrous TiO₂/Pt treated in methanol at 325°C</td>
<td>A + (M + H8 + R)</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>2.540</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The phase described first is the major product and that in parenthesis is the minor product.

* A: anatase TiO₂; M: monoclinic TiO₂; R: rutile TiO₂; H8: H₂Ti₆O₁₇.
is also reported to be less effective in the photocatalysis of gas-phase TCE under broad-band irradiation (λ > 300 nm) compared to TiO₂ [53]. The ratio of CO₂/COCl₂ increased as a function of Pt loadings, suggesting that extent of Pt loading affects the distribution of photoproducts. The change observed in the product distribution in this case could be due to the extent of COCl₂ adsorption on the surface of Pt particles [54]. To study the difference in the chemical state of Pt and the dispersion pattern, the method of platinization (2 wt%) was carried out by both soft chemical reduction method (SCR) and also from photodeposition (PD) method (Table 1) [55]. It was observed that both Pt/TiO₂ samples showed enhanced photooxidation of dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMPM) under UV light irradiation. However, XPS studies revealed that SCR method leads to the deposition of metallic Pt whereas PD method results in the deposition of Pt as Pt²⁺. In the course of the photocatalytic oxidation of DMPM the metallic state of Pt (SCR) remains stable and unchanged for long time. On the contrary the photocatalyst prepared via PD method is deactivated quite rapidly due to the reduction of Pt²⁺ to Pt⁰ which led to the agglomeration of Pt nanoparticles [55]. Pt (1 at%, 5 nm size) TiO₂ nanowires fabricated by chemical reduction method showed enhanced photocatalytic degradation of MB under UV light [56], Photogenerated electrons are transported at a faster rate through Schottky barrier to Pt deposits and in turn they are transferred to dissolved oxygen molecules [57]. When the Pt loading was above 1 at%, the deposit would simultaneously attract both electrons and holes and act as recombination center in spite of enhanced response to the visible light [58]. The FTIR spectra of Pt/TiO₂ and TiO₂ samples (taken after the process of photodegradation) suggested that –CH₂ group of MB is adsorbed on the surface and it can be oxidized completely to CO₂ more efficiently by Pt/TiO₂ rather than TiO₂ due to the superior catalytic activity of Pt [56]. Pereira et al. have shown that Pt/TiO₂ nanoparticles prepared by the polymer precursor method demonstrated efficient photocatalytic degradation of MO under UV light irradiation compared to TiO₂ [59]. The PXRD patterns indicated the incorporation of Pt into the TiO₂ lattice along with a small amount of rutile phase formation when the concentration of Pt was less than 1 mol% and metallic Pt deposition takes place when the concentration was higher than 1 mol%. When the concentration of Pt exceeds the optimum limit, phase segregation occurs on the surface of TiO₂ since the Pt clusters are expelled due to its high density from the TiO₂ bulk lattice. The high photocatalytic activity of these Pt/TiO₂ photocatalysts were attributed to the electronic defects created by the doping mechanism at low Pt content and due to the effective charge transfer mechanism at the metal/oxide interface at high Pt concentration level [60]. Their work showed that both doped and metalized samples had similar photocatalytic activity [59]. Self-decorated Pt (0.2 at%) metal deposits on the surface of TiO₂ prepared by anodization of Ti–Pt alloy for 2 h exhibited enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen evolution under both UV/visible light irradiation [61]. These Pt nanoparticle deposits were found to have a diameter of 4–5 nm with inter particle spacing of ~50 nm and these dimensions were partially adjustable by changing anodization conditions. Samples prepared at shorter (~30 min) and longer (~4 h) anodization time periods exhibited lower hydrogen production which indicates the need of optimum size with particle interspacing for effective photocatalytic performance [61]. Fibrous titania loaded with 1 wt% Pt prepared by the solvothermal reaction using two different precursors independently like either H₂–Pt[NH₃]₄₃TiO₂·0.25H₂O or H₂TiO₂(OH)₂/O/H₂PtCl₆ in methanol at 350 °C exhibited higher hydrogen evolution rates when compared to the samples prepared either by calcination or by hydrothermal treatment [62]. However the photocatalytic activity of Pt/TiO₂ prepared by using the precursor H₂–Pt[NH₃]₄₃TiO₂·0.25H₂O was higher than that of H₂TiO₂(OH)₂/O/H₂PtCl₆ as precursor due to the difference in the valence state of Pt. These catalysts when used for NO destruction showed modest activity due to low specific surface area. The sample prepared by using H₂–Pt[NH₃]₄₃TiO₂·0.25H₂O precursor in methanol at 350 °C contains a mixture of monoclinic titania, protonic octatitanate, anatase and rutile phases, suggesting that the phase transformation of tetratitanate was accelerated by the presence of Pt (Table 2). In addition to phase transformation process, the reduction of Pt ion to metallic Pt could also proceed simultaneously resulting in uniform distribution of Pt fine particles on the surface of titania particles [62]. Pt/TiO₂ films supported on hydroxylated fly ash cenospheres (FACs) (alumina-silicate rich byproducts generated in coal firing power plants) exhibited enhanced photodegradation of MB under visible light irradiation [63]. The deposition of Pt⁰ effectively narrowed the band gap by promoting the formation of Ti³⁺. The photodegradation rate of MB increased with pH in aqueous solution which was attributed to the improved ability of Pt/TiO₂ to adsorb MB at alkaline pH [64]. The effects of various inorganic anions on the photodegradation reaction were studied and the rate shows the following order: HCO₃⁻ > F⁻ > SO₄²⁻ > NO₃⁻ > Cl⁻. Photocatalytic degradation rate decreases at higher anion concentration due to the ability of anions to scavenge the hydroxyl radicals and holes. The Pt/TiO₂ supported on hydroxylated low density FACS floats on the surface of water favoring higher extent of absorption of sunlight in the practical applications [65].

Justin and co-workers interpreted charge carrier separation mechanism in terms of charge carrier decay for short and long time duration based on time resolved microwave conductivity studies [66]. In the short time range (40–400 ns) few electrons can be trapped by the activated metal and few charge carriers are lost in the faster recombination. In long time range (40–100 000 ns), the process of decay takes place between trapped species and the decay of the excess electrons is controlled by their slow recombination with either trapped or relaxed holes. The predominant negative effect in the short time range seems to be produced by the rutile phase and also platinization in the case of P25. In the long-time range, platinization had different effects on different catalysts. Separation of charge carriers was efficient in PC50, it was insignificant in the case of P25 and decay of electrons was accelerated in the case of UV 100. The observed activity is the resultant effect of both the negative and positive effects of platinization [66]. However, contrast to these reports, Chen et al. observed an increased rate of photocatalytic oxidation of methanol and ethanol on platinized P25, but the same catalyst was less effective for the degradation of chloroform compared to bare P25 [67]. Mesostructured Pt (0.5 wt%) TiO₂ nanocomposites with anatase/rutile ratio of 65.5/34.5 (from XRD data) prepared by simple one step sol–gel reaction (annealed at 450 °C in the presence of H₂ gas for 2 h) yielded highly crystalline ordered hexagonal mesoporous TiO₂ (confirmed by TEM) [68a]. The photocatalytic activity was evaluated by measuring the initial rate of HCHO formation generated by photooxidation of CH₃OH in aqueous suspension. The photocatalytic activity of 0.5 wt% Pt deposited TiO₂ nanocomposites were found to show significantly higher activity (three times) than that of 0.5 wt% Pt deposited colloidal UV-100 Hombikat or Aerioxide TiO₂ P25. This superiority was attributed to the anatase–rutile bicrystalline framework, large surface area, high crystallinity and mesoporous structure [69]. It was observed that in this three-dimensional solid/surface state framework, the excited TiO₂ nanoparticle can transfer the absorbed energy through the mesoporous hexagonal TiO₂ network to the other TiO₂ in the ground state. This antenna mechanism results in energetic coupling which extends throughout the three-dimensional TiO₂ network. This will enable the energy and/or excitation transfer from the particle where the initial photon absorption took place to the particle where the electron transfer process finally occurs. Further, the probability of electron transfer to the Pt particle is increased by an increased CH₃OH diffusion through
the pores of the nanostructures. Once the electron has reached the Pt particle in the presence of adsorbed methanol, which is known to act as hole trap induces the charge separation of the original exciton. The overlap of the energy bands of the TiO2 nanoparticles forming the three-dimensional network will result in unified energy bands for the entire system enabling a quasi-free movement of the photogenerated charge carriers throughout the system [70]. Hierarchically macro-/mesoporous Pt/TiO2 showed enhanced thermal catalytic activity toward the catalytic decomposition of HCHO compared to DP25 mainly attributed to the hierarchically arranged macro-/mesoporous structures on the TiO2 support, large specific surface area and optimal pore size [68b]. Yu et al., reported the use of Pt/TiO2 nanosheets with exposed (001) facets for H2 production in the presence of sacrificial agents (electron acceptors) like glycerol, triethanolamine and glucose [71]. The photodeposition of Pt on TiO2 although found to enhance the photocatalytic activity, it is still controversial as to whether Pt/TiO2 interface forms an ohmic contact or Schottky barrier [72]. Mao et al., reported that Pt-loaded anatase TiO2 with (001) and (010) facets showed reverse photocatalytic activity for photoreduction of CO2 to CH4 [73]. It was observed that TiO2 (0 1 0) facet without Pt-loading exhibited higher photocatalytic CO2 reduction efficiency which was attributed to its larger CO2 adsorption capability and longer photogenerated charge carrier lifetime when compared with TiO2 (0 0 1) [74]. Whereas the photocatalytic charge carrier separation was more efficient with platinized TiO2 (0 0 1) facet when compared to the activity of platinized TiO2 (0 1 0) facet. The above results provide an important indication about the effects of Pt-loading on the anatase TiO2 for the photocatalytic CO2 reduction with different exposed facets. The results also shed light on the fabrication of novel nanostructured photocatalysts through crystallographic morphology control for high conversion efficiency in the CO2 resource utilization. The TiO2 (0 0 1) facets shows uniform and regular Pt nanoparticles on its surface, while the TiO2 (0 1 0) facets had agglomerated Pt nanoparticles (for 1 wt% Pt deposition) and this difference was due to their different surface electronic structures (Fig. 2) [75]. A well-distributed smaller Pt nanoparticles on TiO2 (0 0 1) facets was an important factor to enhance the lifetime of charge carrier as compared to the agglomerated Pt nanoparticles loaded on TiO2 (0 1 0) facets [73]. Zhang et al., reported a two stage strategy toward the selective Pt deposition on the assembled microspheres of TiO2 (1 1 0) facet which exhibited an excellent photocatalytic activity for MO degradation under UV/visible light irradiation [76]. This approach included the assembly of nanowires with exposed (1 1 0) facet and (0 0 1) tips to form microspheres followed by Pt deposition only on the (1 1 0) facet by the photoreduction method. The rutile TiO2 microspheres constituting nanowires with special structure provides two possible directions along (1 1 0) and (0 0 1) for the migration of the electrons. Initially (1 1 0) facet will be enriched by electrons, since it is an efficient reduction facet for rutile TiO2 as indicated by the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ in the photoreaction process. Thus, it was believed that photogenerated electrons could predominantly be...
spread along the (1 1 0) direction rather than (0 0 1) direction. This is because the (1 1 0) surface of each nanowire possess high energy to spread the electrons from nucleation center to microsphere surfaces (Fig. 3). Further, it is well-known that Ti atoms show 6-fold coordination and oxygen atoms are 3-fold coordination in rutile TiO2. The nanowires terminating at (1 1 0) may break the Ti–O bonds which lie normal to the surface plane and results in 5-fold coordination for Ti and 2-fold coordination for O atoms on the surfaces [77]. The lower coordinated bridging oxygen atoms at surface of (1 1 0) facet may form a minimum energy position for a single Pt atom. Therefore, at terminal plane, microspheres were assembled by bundles of nanowires with special growth direction which could be suitable for Pt deposition. Upon Pt deposition, the dielectric permittivity was further improved and the work function for Pt metal is 5.36 eV which is higher than the work function of (1 1 0) surface facet (4.2 eV) of rutile TiO2 [78]. The position of CB energy of TiO2 microspheres is located above the Fermi level of the Pt nanoparticles and the Pt deposition leads to the formation of a Schottky barrier at metal/semiconductor contact leading to the transfer of electrons from TiO2 CB to Pt nanoparticles, while the reversible process can be extremely difficult unless the band energy positions are equalized. A Pt nanoparticle initially gets excited under visible-light irradiation because of the SPR effect. Then excited electrons may transfer from the lower energy bands of Pt (below the Fermi level) to its higher energy level. These activated electrons at higher energy levels get migrated from Pt deposits to the CB of TiO2 microspheres. Subsequently, these electrons could be directly captured by adsorbed O2 molecules at the vicinity of microsphere surfaces to form the superoxide radical species for the photocatalytic reactions. The time taken for producing the photoexcited electrons is much shorter in comparison to the reaction time to generate the superoxide radical species and to decompose the MO molecules. Therefore, accumulation of extra electrons is highly possible situation for compensating the time difference. In this regard, the microcapacitors are formed in the adjacent nanowires within microspheres and the enhanced dielectric constant upon Pt deposition could provide a huge electronic storage. In this case of visible-light irradiation, owing to the continuous electronic migration from Pt nanoparticles to TiO2 CB, Pt nanoparticles may exert some degree of positive charges. The electronic donors like H2O or HO− in the MO solution would readily provide electrons to Pt metal to form the hydroxyl radicals, since the potential of the above donors is more negative than that of the holes in the Pt nanoparticles. These highly activated radicals could participate in the photocatalytic reaction for effective removal of MO species [75]. CdS-sensitized Pt/F−/TiO2 nanosheets with exposed (0 0 1) facets is fabricated by a three-step procedure: TiO2 nanosheets were prepared from TiO(OH)2, HF and H2O reactants and the mixture is subjected to hydrothermal treatment followed by Pt metallization by photochemical reduction method and the deposition of CdS nanoparticles is done by the chemical bath method [79]. CdS/Pt/F−/TiO2 nanosheets exhibited enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen evolution rate under UV/visible light irradiation and this enhancement is attributed to: (i) the presence of exposed (0 0 1) facet, (ii) surface fluorination and (iii) high specific surface area. Further the beneficial effects of Pt deposition are: (i) improved the charge carrier separation, (ii) reduced the hydrogen production over potential and (iii) suppresses the reverse reaction of O2 and H2. Under UV irradiation, both TiO2 nanosheets and the deposited CdS nanoparticles undergo photoexcitation simultaneously producing electrons and holes in their corresponding CB and VB, respectively (Fig. 4). Due to the difference in band edge positions the excited electrons gets transferred from the CB of CdS to the CB of TiO2. Contrarily, the created holes from the VB of TiO2 migrate to VB of CdS. Finally all these excited electrons migrate to the deposited Pt nanoparticles to react with the adsorbed H+ ions to form H2. The Pt on TiO2 nanosheets induces a Schottky barrier, which facilitates electron capture while the accumulated holes in the CdS VB leads to the oxidative decomposition of lactic acid or any other pollutant [80,81]. However, under visible light irradiation only CdS nanoparticles with low band gap gets photoexcited to produce electrons in CB and holes in the VB, respectively. These electrons in the CdS CB transfer to TiO2 CB and then migrate to Pt nanoparticles to reduce H+ to yield H2. The photocatalytic activity of CdS/Pt/F−/TiO2 in the presence of model electron donors or scavengers like triethanolamine, glucose, glyceral and mixed Na2S–Na2SO3–H2O solutions exhibited the hydrogen production rates of 75.6, 38.6, 11.8, and 25.8 mmol h−1, respectively. However the hydrogen production rate in the presence of lactic acid is found to be 265 mmol h−1 which is very much higher than the above mentioned electron scavengers. In addition to hydrogen evolution process, simultaneous decomposition of pollutants can also be accomplished. The F− ions adsorbed on TiO2 surface greatly reduced the recombination rate of charge carriers by acting as electron trapping sites due to its strong electronegativity [82].

Park and co-workers obtained a hot electron current using catalytic nanodiodes such as Pt/TiO2 for CO oxidation [83]. This hot electron flow at the metal/oxide interface was found to be well connected with the turnover rates and selectivity of catalyzed reactions, since the local structure at the interface strongly affects the charge trapping, charge carrier dynamics, and the band structure [83]. There may be a limitation and an optimum arrangement in the design of metal/TiO2 heterojunction to serve as highly active photocatalyst. In some instances, metal deposition can also decrease the activity of TiO2 in photocatalytic reaction, because of the possible water reduction on Pt particles which otherwise cannot take place on the surface of pure TiO2. Water reduction to hydrogen will consume a part of photogenerated electrons which otherwise could take part in the oxygen reduction forming reactive oxygenated species [84]. With high metal loading concentration, electron transfer from TiO2 particles to metal can also deform the potential field in TiO2 particles and draw a portion of holes near the metal/TiO2 junction, which increases the recombination rate. Furthermore, it was observed that the accumulation of photoinduced electrons on the metal particles was facile, the subsequent electron transfer from the metal particles to electron acceptors may not be similarly favored. However, at higher metal loading concentrations, the electrical potential gradient is lowered and the rate of electron diffusion decreases, due to the decrease in the electron density gradient. When the two gradients are too small to increase the electron flux through the metal/TiO2 contact, a new equilibrium is reached and hence it can be concluded that high level of metal deposition cannot enhance the charge separation and therefore the decomposition rate stops growing. The deformation of potential field in TiO2 particles and drawing the hole near the Pt/TiO2 junction also increases the recombination rate [84]. The deposited metal can act as shield for absorption of photons, enhance recombination at higher metal concentration and it can also activate trapped electrons. The first two processes are detrimental to photocatalytic activity, while the third process being favorable. Thus the overall activity of metal deposited titania should be considered as a result of these three competing phenomenon. The process of oxidation of deposited metal by the photogenerated hole and the reduction of metal ions by CB electrons compete with one another to decide the ultimate fate of the interface. Deposited metal can also absorb photons, but these photons are not available for the generation of charge carriers in the semiconductors, and the metal could act as a shield for TiO2 and does not influence drastically the electron bulk mobility. Gerisher further suggested that the platinum deposits function as recombination centers [16];

\[ \text{hv} + \text{M}^{2+} \rightarrow \text{M}^{0} \hspace{1cm} \text{(if} \ n = 1 \text{)} \]
Based on geometric consideration, it is proposed that high density of small epitaxial deposits on semiconductor surface are energetically capable of trapping photoelectrons which decreases the charge carrier separation distance and thereby increasing the recombination, while small number of metal deposits may increase the interfacial charge transfer processes [16]. Furthermore, large Pt clusters acts as recombination sites due to their ability to serve as both electron/hole traps. In general, the optimization of metal deposits on TiO2 surface for enhanced activity is often explained as the result of competition between (i) a decrease of electron–hole recombination due to the electron trapping effect by Pt clusters; (ii) electron–hole recombination on Pt. In addition to the above factors, at high concentration of metal loading, the metal deposits begin to touch and overlap with one another, thus decreasing the metal/TiO2 interface and also decrease the efficiency of interfacial charge transfer. Ohtani et al. have pointed out that an optimal Pt loading value together with a homogeneous distribution of Pt clusters at the TiO2 particle surface are required to enhance the photocatalytic activity [85]. In their experimental study, the authors determined an average distance between Pt clusters of ca. 10 nm.

3. Photocatalytic activity of gold deposited titania (Au/TiO2)

Among the noble metals, gold has attracted significant interest. Gold nanoparticles have been exploited for various purposes, starting from optics and electrochemistry to environmental engineering, due to their stability, non-toxicity and biocompatibility [86]. Although gold in bulk is chemically inert toward chemisorptions of reactive molecules such as oxygen and hydrogen and has often been regarded as a poor catalyst, but however its nanosized particles are surprisingly active for many reactions [87].

It is likely that in the works of Hidalgo and co-workers the pre-sulfate treatment on TiO2 produces a highly defective material which strengthens the adsorption of metallic species on the oxygen sites increasing the extent and effectiveness of electronic interaction between Au and TiO2 surface [87]. Surface gold metallization would increase the charge separation and thus the efficiency of photocatalytic process. Mohapatra et al. have also found an increased activity of Au/titania catalyst prepared by using sulfate pretreated titanium oxide for the oxidation of CO at room temperature [88]. These authors attributed the higher activity to a direct interaction between sulfate ions with the gold atoms. Au/TiO2 samples were calcined at 400 °C which still retained high amount of sulfate groups on the surface. In contrast to the works of Mohapatra et al., no sulfate species were found in samples prepared by Hidalgo et al., suggesting that different mechanisms would be operative in different reaction conditions [87,88]. The transient absorption decay measurement of Au/TiO2 at $\lambda = 675$ nm under UV pulse illumination ($\lambda = 308$ nm) showed less intense signal compared to pure TiO2, which was interpreted as indication of accumulation of high number of CB electrons in the Au nanoparticles [89]. In another study it was reported that the visible light induced oxidation of 2-propanol on Au/TiO2 was initiated by SPR effect as confirmed by action spectrum analysis and they speculated that electron from Au nano particles may be injected into the TiO2 CB and they in turn reduce the molecular oxygen adsorbed on the TiO2 surface [90]. The resultant electron-deficient Au could oxidize organic compound to recover to its original metallic state. It was also found that the above visible light sensitive Au/TiO2 photocatalyst oxidizes ethanol/methanol and simultaneously reduce the oxygen [91]. Many preferential or exclusive reactions are believed to proceed at the metal/oxygen interface which contains sites located at atomic distances between metal atoms and the support. The local surface structure and interfacial sites is even more critical for photocatalytic processes since these sites are the loci for the transfer and subsequent trapping of photogenerated charge carriers. The interaction between a metal center and TiO2 was found to depend on the phase composition of TiO2 materials. Specifically, mixed phase TiO2 appears to be different compared to single phase TiO2 as catalyst. Kamat et al., have reported that the ratio of metal/metal ion concentration ($Au^{0}/Au^{3+}$) at the TiO2 surface was found to dictate the process of photocatalytic oxidation of SCN$^-$ ions at the semiconductor/metal nanocomposite [92]. The photocatalysis of gold ions which readily takes place in deaerated TiO2 suspension becomes difficult to achieve in the aerated solution. Another dominating chemical process at the TiO2 interface is the oxidation reaction involving holes. When gold capped TiO2 was irradiated under aerated conditions, continuous disappearance of SPR band was observed which reveals the continuous process of oxidation of metal deposits by hole. The VB holes are highly energetic to oxidize gold ($E^0 = 1.76$ V) at the interface. However, when dissolved oxygen was removed by purging N2 gas into the system, original SPR band was restored again. It is evident from these experimental results that the metal ion reduction or metal oxidation strictly depends on the reaction medium. Most of the photocatalytic oxidation experiments reported in the literature includes dissolved oxygen as the electron scavenger. These oxygenated conditions are although effective for unmodified TiO2 photocatalysts, such a medium may not be suitable for Au/TiO2 nanocomposites. Thus the photogenerated hole in such composite system not only oxidizes the redox species but also oxidizes the metal deposits at the semiconductor interface. The presence of oxidized metal ion at the interface can further alter the energetics and/or act as recombination sites for photogenerated charge carriers. The increased efficiency at low concentration of $Au^{0}/Au^{3+}$ on TiO2 surface suggests that careful control of these two species at the semiconductor/metal interface is important for maximizing the performance of the photocatalysts. Although, metal ions serve as charge recombination centers, their presence along with metal should be beneficial and effective for promoting photocatalytic oxidation on a semiconductor–metal composite system. High Au$^0$ coverage can reduce photocatalytic activity due to the simultaneous competition for hole by both metal deposits and the substrate molecule. Further higher Au$^{3+}$ sites serve as recombination centers [92]. Au/TiO2 showed enhanced activity compared to Ag/TiO2 and Pt/TiO2 for the degradation of tartrazine [93]. It has been confirmed by several studies that the catalytic properties of metal/semiconductor heterostructure photocatalyst depends significantly on the size of deposited metal particles, the interaction between metal and TiO2 and on the active sites on the nanostructure. The smaller metal deposits on the TiO2 surface exhibit more negative shift of Fermi energy level. Okazaki et al. have proved by density functional studies that the adhesive energy between Au and TiO2 for non-stoichiometric surfaces was much larger than those on stoichiometric surfaces. The charge transfer between gold and TiO2 is more effective on non-stoichiometric Ti-rich surfaces and also on defect rich states [94]. Tian et al., have shown that interfacial electron transfer process depends on the size of Au nanoparticle on TiO2 surface [95]. When the size of gold particles is too large, the Fermi energy level of gold particles will be lower than that of energy level of adsorbed O2 and hence the photoelectrons cannot be energetically transferred to the adsorbed O2. However, for quantum sized gold deposits, photoelectrons cannot be transferred from the bottom of TiO2 CB to the gold particles since its Fermi level is much higher than the TiO2 CB edge due to the quantum size effect. Therefore, Au particle deposits with an appropriate size that can possess an energy level between TiO2 CB and adsorbed O2 are very essential for the smooth transfer of the electrons [96]. The reduction of Au$^{3+}$ ions on sulfated TiO2 either by photodeposition or by chemical reduction methods by citrate molecules showed good activity for the phenol degradation [87]. The samples prepared by the later
Table 3
Summary of preparation conditions and characterization results for the TiO₂ and Au/TiO₂ prepared at different light intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Nominal content of Au (wt%)</th>
<th>Deposition time (min)</th>
<th>wt% Au (XRF)</th>
<th>Anatase crystallite size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/TiO₂ (high intensity: 140 W/m²)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/TiO₂ (low intensity: 0.15 W/m²)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4
Physical properties of the photocatalytic samples, zero-order reaction rate constants (k_{app}) and initial photonic efficiency (\xi_0) of photocatalytic decomposition of oxalic acid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst sample</th>
<th>Au loading pH</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Average metal particle (nm)</th>
<th>Adsorption of oxalic acid (µmol/g catalyst)</th>
<th>k_{app} (mmol/Lmin)</th>
<th>\xi_0 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%Au/TiO₂</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%Au/TiO₂</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%Au/TiO₂</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%Au/TiO₂</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%Au/TiO₂</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gold was loaded on TiO₂ by the photoreduction method (PR) and deposition–precipitation method (PD).

method showed improved performance. Compared to the photodeposition method, chemical reduction method by citrate molecules gave much homogeneous and smaller gold deposits with better dispersion which resulted in stronger bonding and superior electronic junction between gold nano particles and the TiO₂ surface. Au/TiO₂ prepared by photodeposition method using a low intensity light illumination (0.14 W/m² UVA range) showed notable improvement in photocatalytic activity for the phenol decomposition under UV light compared to Au/TiO₂ prepared by the same method using high intensity illumination (140 W/m² UVA range) [97]. The poor activity of the later sample was due to the production of very large and heterogeneously distributed gold deposits which serve as recombination centers rather than as the trap sites for photogenerated electrons (Table 3). The extent of gold deposition, aggregation and oxidation state of Au can be controlled effectively by changing the deposition time for Au/TiO₂ (prepared at low intensity light illumination) [97]. Au deposited on Ti³⁺ self doped TiO₂ effectively boosted the photocatalytic degradation of Rhodamine B (RhB) [98].

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of Au/TiO₂/graphene composite and (b) illustration of energy band structure and charge carrier transfer and separation in the Au/TiO₂/graphene composite for photocatalytic H₂-production under visible light irradiation.
The defect mediated TiO₂ was synthesized by using TiH₂ as precursor and the noble metal was directly deposited onto the surface of defective titania through the in situ redox reaction between the noble metal and the reductive Ti³⁺ species. In non-stoichiometric TiO₂, the presence of large amount of oxygen vacancies substantially shifts the VB maximum to form a tail band. This tail band along with large number of oxygen vacancies concomitantly hybridizes with Ti³⁺ can form a new band just below the CB minimum. These two defect states eventually narrowed the bandgap of pristine TiO₂ and rendered visible light response. The potential of Ti³⁺ is thermodynamically more negative (−0.12−0.3 V below the CB minimum) than the highly oxidative noble metal ions. When HAuCl₄ solution is introduced into the reaction mixture, Ti³⁺ on the surface can immediately reduce the Au³⁺ species into metallic Au nanoparticles accompanied by the simultaneous oxidation of Ti³⁺ ions into Ti⁴⁺ state resulting in Au/TiO₂ nanocomposites [99]. This direct in situ reduction involves no foreign additives and thus makes intimate contact between metal/TiO₂ interfaces [98]. TiO₂ surface modified with Au25 clusters exhibited enhancement in the oxidation reactions of phenol derivatives and also ferrocyanide [100]. It can also show reduction reactions of Ag⁺, Cu²⁺ and dissolved oxygen. A thermodynamically uphill reaction such as oxidation of phenol accompanied by reduction of Cu²⁺ is also driven by this catalyst under the irradiation of light with wavelength of 860 nm [100]. Au/TiO₂ demonstrated enhanced photocatalytic decomposition of MO under visible light exposure while the activity was reduced under UV light which was attributed to the decrease in the TiO₂ surface area by Au deposits [101]. Finite-difference time-domain simulations of these Au nanoparticles on TiO₂ photocatalyst show that the enhanced photocatalytic activity is due to the large plasmonic enhancement of the incident electromagnetic field, which increases the rate of electron–hole pair generation at the TiO₂ surface resulting in the enhancement of MO photodecomposition. This enhancement mechanism relies on the presence of defect states in the TiO₂, which enabled sub-bandgap absorption [102]. The rate of photocatalytic destruction of oxalic acid increased with TiO₂ modified with Au nanoparticles in comparison to the pure TiO₂ [103]. Remarkable influence of the pH on the particle size of Au was observed by photoreduction method. The dimensions of the gold nanoparticles on the TiO₂ surface decreased with increasing the pH of the medium. The photocatalytic activity of Au/TiO₂ sample obtained at pH 3 did not show any improved activity when compared to DP25 due to smaller number of gold nanosized particles on the surface of the photocatalyst. The size of Au nanoparticle decreases in the photoreduction method by increasing the pH of the medium containing gold salt solution with TiO₂ which results in improvement of the photocatalytic activity (Table 4). At pH 9 fast precipitation of Au(OH)₃Cl₄₋ₙ takes place and further the reduced gold is not deposited on the TiO₂ surface [103]. With the increase in the number of metal nanoparticle serving as effective electron traps, the photocatalytic activity increases only to a certain extent. But however further increase in the number of metal nanoparticles band–gap excitation of TiO₂ is hampered and decreases the extent of adsorption of oxalic acid and also water due to the large surface coverage by Au nanoparticles [103]. Microwave assisted hydrothermal synthesis of graphene based Au/TiO₂ (Au = 0.25 wt%) showed enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen evolution under visible light irradiation when compared to TiO₂, graphene–TiO₂ and graphene–Au [104]. Au is excited at 420 nm due to plasmonic resonance and the charge separation takes place by the transfer of electrons from Au to TiO₂ CB which in turn tends to get transferred into graphene sheets as the redox potential of the redox couple (graphene/graphene−) is −0.08 eV which is lower than TiO₂ CB (−0.24 eV) [105]. The mobility of these electrons in the graphene sheets is high which led to the retardation of charge carrier recombination and suppressed the reverse reaction by separating the evolution sites of hydrogen and oxygen (Fig. 5). The Fermi level of Au is around 0.6 eV lower than TiO₂ CB [106]. There is a potential energy barrier of magnitude ~1 eV (Schottky barrier) at the interface between Au and TiO₂ which will hinder the process of electron injection from Au to TiO₂ on SPR excitation [107]. Under visible light irradiation the Au would give rise to SPR effect which leads to the intraband excitation, generating energetic electrons whose energy is above 1.0 eV with respect to the Fermi level of Au which would overcome the Schottky barrier leading to the transfer of electrons to TiO₂ CB. In addition graphene is an excellent electron acceptor with a superior conductivity due to its two dimensional π conjuction structure serving as electron collector and transporter in the graphene/Au/TiO₂ composite [108]. The observed hydrogen production enhancement was further confirmed by transient photocurrent response and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments [104]. Au/N–TiO₂ showed better photocatalytic degradation of oxalic acid under various light sources like only UV, only visible and the mixture of UV-visible light irradiation compared to N–TiO₂, Au/TiO₂ and TiO₂ due to the dominating influence of charge separation [109]. The longer lifetime of the photoexcited
electron in the TiO$_2$ CB results in the accumulation of electrons on Au nanoparticles and to the formation of new quasi-Fermi level favoring the formation of hydroxyl radical and superoxide radicals [110]. The interaction of highly reactive hydroxyl radicals with oxalic acid leads to total destruction. Au/TiO$_2$ prepared by deposition–precipitation method by virtue of its visible light absorption property and rapid charge separation at the interface showed excellent photocatalytic property toward the degradation of cefotaxime sodium (CFS) a third generation cephalosporin antibiotic under UV–visible light irradiation [111]. Under illumination conditions the CB electrons are attracted by Au nanoparticles owing to the difference in the work function between Au and TiO$_2$ and these electrons are driven by an electric field and hence the light induced charge separation becomes easier (Fig. 6). TEM images showed that the Au particles were highly dispersed on TiO$_2$ with a condensed shape having a large interfacial area as a result of low interfacial energy between gold and TiO$_2$ [112]. The photocatalytic degradation experiments in presence of oxidants like peroxomonosulfate, peroxodisulfate and hydrogen peroxide increased the degradation rate and the activity is attributed to the immediate trapping of the photogenerated electrons by the oxidants that lead to the decrease in charge recombination [111]. Au/N–TiO$_2$/N–WO$_3$ (4% WO$_3$ optimum concentration) exhibited enhanced photocatalytic oxidation of aqueous 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) under UV and visible light irradiation when compared to other samples [113]. This enhanced activity was a result of more efficient charge separation which led to the increase in lifetime of charge carriers and enhanced the efficiency of interfacial charge transfer to adsorbed substrates. In addition gold nanoparticles served as effective traps for electrons due to the formation of a Schottky barrier at the metal–semiconductor contact. The photonic efficiency of N–TiO$_2$ and coupled N–WO$_3$/N–TiO$_2$ is much higher than the efficiency of TiO$_2$ under visible light irradiation due to the substitution of nitrogen atoms (1.2 at%) into the crystal lattice of TiO$_2$ and WO$_3$ photocatalysts which led to the band gap narrowing owing to the formation of a new impurity level [114]. The noble metal–TiO$_2$ core–shell structure (M@TiO$_2$) has been designed as a promising strategy because the metal cores are protected by the TiO$_2$ shell, which is chemically inert, stable and also exhibits better durability [115]. A three component heterostructures Cds(Shell)/Au(core)/N–TiO$_2$ exhibited enhanced hydrogen evolution rates which was about 2.6 times greater than N–TiO$_2$ (under UV/visible light irradiation) and about 270 times greater than Au/N–TiO$_2$ (under visible light irradiation) [116]. The unique architecture-hierarchical macro/mesoporous morphology as observed in the natural leaves for photosynthesis is retained in Cds/Au/N–TiO$_2$ with an enhanced overall light harvesting ability and offered more reaction sites for adsorption in the catalytic reactions. The photogenerated electrons in the N–TiO$_2$ CB photosystem II (PS II) can easily flow into Au through the Schottky barrier and the holes in the VB are available for the oxidation reaction [117,118]. Simultaneously the holes in the VB of Cds photosystem I (PS I) will also easily flow into Au to combine with the stored electrons because of higher Fermi energy level when compared to Cds and the electrons left in the Cds CB are available for the reduction reaction. Thus the resulted vectorial electron transfer from N–TiO$_2$ to Au to Cds realizes the complete separation of holes in N–TiO$_2$ VB and the electrons in the Cds CB (Fig. 7). Furthermore the electron supply from N–TiO$_2$ to Cds via Au restricts the self decomposition of Cds due to the oxidation of surface S$^{2-}$ ions by the VB holes of Cds [119]. The TEM images suggested that the sizes and distribution of Au nanoparticles on N–TiO$_2$ was controlled by changing the irradiation time, irradiation distance and the concentration of methanol in HAuCl$_4$ solution. At relatively high concentration of methanol the Au particles preferred to cluster together and the particle distribution was not homogeneous. Many particles were agglomerated indicating that these particles nucleated in solution. The sacrificial agent raises the charge carrier concentration in the nanoparticle. In the meantime with the increase in the irradiation time, the average diameter of Au deposit increases. The fabrication of this system was based on biological morphology which provided a proof for the bio-inspired design of artificial photosynthetic system for enhanced photocatalytic performance [116]. Au/B–TiO$_2$ synthesized by sol gel hydrothermal method promoted a remarkable enhancement in hydrogen evolution from water/methanol mixture under visible light irradiation [120]. The formation of Ti–O–B structure provides vacancies or microvoids for gold ions which were converted into metallic gold after calcination as revealed by NMR studies [121,122]. These embedded gold particles which are present in close proximity to B–TiO$_2$ act as efficient electron sinks and prolong the lifetime of charge carriers thereby enhancing the activity (Fig. 8). The electrons are easily transferred from TiO$_2$ to Au while the holes in the VB migrate to TiO$_2$ surface and react with adsorbed water to form hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen ion. Meanwhile these radicals would attack the methanol molecules and oxidize them into formaldehyde which is further oxidized to CO$_2$ and water. The trapped electrons on the gold nanoparticles facilitate the reduction of H$^+$ ions into hydrogen. For the first time, the isotopic tracer studies using a gas chromatograph isotope ratio mass spectrometer along with a series of control experiments revealed that the produced hydrogen was originated mainly from water rather than methanol, whereas the direct oxidation of methanol did not lead to hydrogen generation [120].
The Ag noble metal is a promising candidate for extensive application because of its low cost, inherent antibacterial activity and can be adopted by facile preparation techniques [123]. Ag/TiO2 multiphase nanocomposite thin films were prepared on quartz substrates by liquid phase deposition method from a mixed aqueous solution of ammonium hexafluorotitanate, silver nitrate and boric acid under ambient temperature and atmosphere followed by calcination at 500 °C for 1 h. This catalyst showed enhanced photocatalytic activity for the degradation of MO under UV light [124]. PXRD results suggested that the grain growth of anatase was suppressed upon Ag⁺ adsorption at 0.02 M concentration of AgNO3 [124,125]. Phase transformation from anatase to brookite was catalyzed by Ag⁺ ions when AgNO3 concentration is > 0.02 M. Further increase of AgNO3 concentration from 0.02 to 0.03 M leads to the rutile phase formation along with the presence of metallic Ag on the surface [126]. The phase transformation temperature of anatase to rutile in this case was greatly decreased by the silver metallization due to the following reasons: (i) the grain size of anatase crystallites were reduced by the presence of AgNO3; (ii) total grain boundary energy is increased and (iii) the thermal decomposition of AgNO3 produced intensive exothermic heat which was sufficient enough to cause phase transformation. The presence of Ag in the thin films produced a Schottky barrier, which facilitated the electron capture. A significant improvement of photocatalytic activity was observed when AgNO3 concentration is around 0.03–0.05 M due to the following causes: (i) the catalyst sample consisted of anatase, brookite, rutile phases of TiO2 along with metallic Ag suggesting that the films contained many heterojunctions such as anatase/rutile, anatase/brookite and rutile/brookite phases. The interface between the two phases served as a rapid separation site for the photogenerated charge carriers due to the difference in the energy levels of their CB and VB edge positions; (ii) metal/semiconductor hetero-junctions such as Ag/anatase, Ag/rutile and Ag/brookite also existed in the films due to the Ag deposition (Fig. 9). The coupling between Ag/anatase and Ag/rutile allowed the electron migration from anatase or rutile phases to Ag metal deposits. This electron transfer process significantly retards the recombination of charge carriers in both anatase and rutile phases and (iii) on UV light excitation, electrons get accumulated either in the metallic Ag deposits or in the low lying CB of rutile, whereas holes could get accumulated in the VB of both anatase and rutile due to similar VB edge positions. The accumulated electrons from Ag deposits or from the CB of rutile could easily be transferred to surface adsorbed oxygen to form O₂⁻ or O₂^{2-} [127]. Contrarily in another study the deposition of Ag on the surface of P25 containing both anatase and rutile phases had negligible effect on the degradation of aspartic acid, while reaction rate was quite high with either anatase or rutile individually [128]. C/Ag/TiO2 microspheres synthesized via controlled hydrolysis of tetrabutyl titanate in ethanol medium and followed by calcination process using AgNO3 as Ag source and citric acid as carbon source showed an enhanced the photocatalytic activity for RhB degradation under UV as well as visible light region compared to pristine TiO2 and Ag/TiO2 [129]. The addition of citric acid to the system largely increased the Ag density due to its reductive property and it can also induce the disorderness of sp² orbitals of carbon during the heat treatment (500 °C for 2 h) which gets coated on TiO2 surface. Raman spectra of C/Ag/TiO2 showed two bands around 1354 and 1594 cm⁻¹ attributed to the distorted sp² carbon and well ordered graphite like structure on the TiO2 surface. These results suggested that sp² hybrid orbitals of carbon interacts with orbitals of silver nanoparticles to increase the SPR effect of Ag and also enhances the light absorption ability of C/Ag/TiO2 both under UV and visible light [130].

Horavath et al. reported that the process of photo-reduction of silver ions on the TiO2 surface was not influenced by the presence of oxygen in the system [131]. This fact was confirmed by the experiment carried out by bubbling Ar to replace oxygen in the reaction mixture and also by the use of catalyst prepared under Ar atmosphere. Both experiments displayed almost similar results [131]. It means that electron scavenging by the oxygen molecules at the surface of the excited TiO2 cannot efficiently compete with the electron transfer process to the metallic silver. When Ag/TiO2 nanocomposite was used in the dye degradation reaction, photoexcited electrons were found to get readily transferred from TiO2 to metal nanoparticles, but their subsequent release to the dye molecules occurred only via the smaller metal nanoparticles [132]. The photocatalytic performance of metal/TiO2 heterojunction is a strong function of size and shape of the metal nano-clusters. Christophor reported that by changing the size and shape of Ag nano-cluster it is possible to maximize photochemical activity of semiconductor at a given excitation wavelength [133]. There are number of physical mechanisms previously observed that could potentially explain the enhanced photocatalytic activity of the composite system compared to pure titania; (i) electron transfer from TiO2 to Ag nanoparticles effectively increases the life time of electron–hole pairs; (ii) electron transfer from Ag to TiO2 is mediated by Ag surface plasmons under visible light irradiation; (iii) the localized heating of Ag nanostructures due to non-radiative decay converts the Ag surface plasmons into phonon modes; (iv) indirect transfer of photons from Ag nanoparticles to TiO2 via radiative decay of surface plasmon states to excite electrons in TiO2 results in the increase of electron–hole pair concentration. However, Christophor ruled out (i)–(iii) mechanism and suggested that pathway (iv) is highly responsible for enhanced activity for Ag nanocube/TiO2 compared to Ag nanospheres (75 ± 13 nm diameter)/TiO2 and Ag nanowire (70 ± 12 nm diameter)/TiO2 system for the degradation of MB. The presence of Ag deposits on the TiO2 surface enhanced the photo oxidation of oxalic acid by a factor of 5 times. The accumulation of electrons in the nanosize silver particle increases the probability of formation of excited oxygen atoms by the process of electron transfer from O_{ads}^{−} which itself was originated from the electron donation by O_{2}^{2−}_{ads} to the hole [131]. Highly ordered TiO2 nanotube arrays decorated with Ag nanoparticles prepared by a direct electrodeposition method (at −0.6 V for 60 s) exhibited enhanced activity for MO photodegradation under UV/visible light irradiation [134]. On increasing the deposition time, the size and the concentration of Ag increased on the TiO2 surface [135]. When the deposition time was varied as 20, 60, 90 s, the average size of Ag deposit was found to be ~5.7 (2 at%), ~9.6 (6 at%) and ~12.2 nm (9 at%), respectively. According to Chen et al., when the
radius of the Ag nano deposit was less than that of 30 nm, strong absorption in the visible light was observed [136]. Thus the photogenerated electrons excited by decaying surface plasmon can occupy the empty states in the excited state of Ag. These excited electrons migrate from the excited state of Ag to the TiO2 CB leading to the enhanced photocatalytic activity [137]. Devi et al., has reported the enhanced E. coli (a gram negative bacteria) bactericidal activity of Ag (0.10%)/TiO2 under solar light and the activity of the catalyst was attributed to the SPR effect of Ag nanoparticles which creates an enhanced local electric field on the surface of TiO2 [13]. The photogenerated reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as *OH and H2O2 attacks the polyunsaturated phospholipids in lipid peroxidation reaction which causes the breakdown of its cell membrane structure and also destructs its associated functions. The effect of the EROS (Externally generated Reactive Oxygen Species) and IROS (Internally generated Reactive Oxygen Species within the bacteria) on the bactericidal inactivation was correlated with each other. These ROS target the cell components like DNA, RNA, proteins and lipids. The IROS produced within the cell will have detrimental effect on E. coli but the enzymes like cata lase and superoxide dismutase converts IROS into O2 and water. The EROS comes in contact with the bacteria and directly attacks the polyunsaturated fatty acids in membranes and initiates lipid peroxidation and disrupts the function of the above enzymes. The mechanism of the cell death is due to the lipid peroxidation reaction that subsequently causes a breakdown of the cell membrane structure and their associated functions, leading to the simultaneous loss of cell viability [18]. Similar research using Ag/TiO2 nanotube arrays with 100 nm length exhibited enhanced antibacterial activity for the destruction of E. coli and S. aureus both in dark and UV light irradiation, respectively [138]. The hydroxyl radical and superoxide radicals generated during photocexcitation can damage the stereostructure of the active enzyme and block the DNA of microorganisms resulting in inactivity of enzymes and dysfunction or destruction of the cell wall or plasma membrane by binding with their proteins especially with enzymes [186]. The positive antibacterial behavior under UV light is a synergistic effect between nano Ag and TiO2. In the dark, nano Ag plays an active role in antibacterial behavior and TiO2 nanotubes serve as good carrier support for nano Ag [139]. Therefore Ag/TiO2 nanotube arrays suited well for endo–prosthetic applications due to their excellent antibacterial activities in the dark. The highly ordered and smooth Ag/TiO2 nanotube array with one directional electric channel for electron transportation showed enhanced photoconversion efficiency and hydrogen evolution rate under UV light irradiation [140]. The ordered and smooth architecture enhances the specific surface area. Ag decorated titania of both nanorod array (NRA) and nanopore array (NPA) designed as Surface–Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) active substrate is used for a sensitive detection application [141]. NRA of TiO2 was grown on glass slide by hydrothermal synthesis process. NPA of TiO2 was grown on the titanium sheet by a two-step anodization process. Silver deposition on the surface of NRA and NPA was performed by electroless deposition method. Ag/TiO2 NRA had smaller silver interparticle gaps and more hot-spots than Ag/TiO2 NPA, exhibiting a higher SERS activity. The analytical enhancement factor was higher for Ag/TiO2 NRA (7.8 × 104) compared to Ag/TiO2 NPA (1.8 × 104). Further, Ag/TiO2 NRA substrate could even detect a very low concentration of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (5 × 10−12 M) when used as a probe molecule, showing a sensitive SERS detection performance. In addition, Ag/TiO2 NRA also exhibited photocatalytic decomposition of these adsorbed organic molecules to recover a clean surface under UV irradiation, exhibiting a self–cleaning activity [141]. In another research study Ag/TiO2 nanocomposite exhibited much higher photocatalytic activity than bare TiO2 for the degradation of rhodamine 6G (R6G) and MB molecules under UV light [142]. This photocatalyst served as a high sensitive SERS substrate for in situ monitoring of the photocatalytic decomposition reaction and the catalyst is recyclable with its self cleaning function. Full wave numerical calculations revealed that the improved photocatalysis and SERS efficiencies were attributed to the largely enhanced electromagnetic near field in the nanocomposites. This present study stimulates the development of synthetic approaches of other one dimensional nanocomposite materials with improved properties and multiple functionalities [142]. Ag/TiO2 nanotubes with dimensions of 200 nm length and 50 nm diameter were fabricated by electrochemical anodization of Ti substrate on which Ag nanoparticles were deposited by a silver mirror reaction [143]. This Ag/TiO2 nanotubes exhibited highest antibacterial activity for E. coli inactivation under UV light illumination. Their study suggested that antibacterial activity was independent of the length of the nanotube but was dependent on its diameter. In addition anatase nanotube showed the highest antibacterial activity compared to rutile and amorphous titania. Hydrolysis of silver ions in the silver mirror reaction is one of the factor which influences the activity of Ag/TiO2 [144]. Ag deposited on the TiO2 nanotube can accelerate the process of hydrolysis due to its large specific surface area and it can release higher number of silver ions within a given time period compared to the catalyst in which silver is deposited on the polished titanium plates.

Ag/TiO2 nanoparticle arrays grown on activated carbon fiber showed enhanced photocatalytic degradation of MB under both UV/visible light irradiation [145]. Ag was deposited by photodeposition method and optimum UV light irradiation time for the process of Ag deposition was found to be 10 min. The concentration of the deposited Ag increases with the increase in the deposition time. The increased Ag amount would prevent or hinder the contact between TiO2 and the pollutant MB molecule and it also decreases the number of photons absorbed [146]. Ag nanoparticles with Fermi level (EF) located around 0.4 V are found to be good electron acceptors and act as efficient electron traps under UV irradiation [147]. These electrons react with adsorbed oxygen to form superoxide radicals [148]. In addition holes at TiO2 VB lead to the production of hydroxyl radical under UV/visible light irradiation. Under visible light irradiation most of the hot electrons are excited from the surface of Ag due to the SPR effect and are transferred to TiO2 CB which then difuses to the surrounding medium to degrade MB molecules [149]. Wet chemistry immobilization of plasmonic Ag nanoparticles on the surface of P25 TiO2 through a bifunctional linker molecule such as 3-mercaptopropionic acid showed enhanced photocatalytic degradation of Aliizarin Red S under UV/visible light irradiation compared to unmodified P25 and the enhanced activity is attributed to the formation of Schottky barrier leading to efficient charge separation [150]. The photodegradation experiments in the visible light irradiation inferred that the P25 bicrystalline photosensitization process is dominant for both Ag/P25 and P25 catalyst at the beginning of the degradation reaction and it was found that Ag nanoparticles did not have any prominent role at this stage of the reaction. However after the initialization, bicrystalline photosensitization effect is diminished and it was possible to observe the effect of the local excitation of the photocatalyst through SPR effect [150]. In another study porous TiO2 sheets obtained by aqueous tape casting method further modified with Ag deposition showed enhanced MO degradation under UV light illumination compared to bare TiO2 sheets. The deposited Ag particles served as electron traps to hinder charge carrier recombination [151]. TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized via in situ sol–gel method followed by Ag deposition via reduction method with dextrose as reductant and sodium dodecyl sulfate as stabilizer exhibited excellent reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol at room temperature suggesting the commercial exploitation of heterogeneous catalyst for the reduction of nitrocompounds [152]. Ag/TiO2
Fig. 10. A photocatalytic mechanisms for the plasmonic Ag@P25 photocatalysts. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [157] Copyright (2013) Elsevier.

with Ag > 0.5 wt% exhibited significant efficiency for the degradation of amoxicillin and 2,4-dichlorophenol (endocrine disturbing compounds) under artificial solar light when compared to TiO₂ [153]. This notable improvement was attributed by the unique characteristics of Ag SPR effect which enabled Ag to absorb light in the visible spectrum. The charge density is redistributed and thus establishes a strong coulombic restoring force which results in the oscillation of charge density. The in phase oscillations (with the incident light) in this case can be compared to simple harmonic oscillator [154]. Further, these charge density oscillations decreased the dielectric constant of the surrounding matrix [155]. TiO₂ nanotube films prepared by using NH₄F (0.25 mol/L) and 9 : 1 volume ratio of glycerol to water under the conditions of 25 V oxidation voltage (for 2 h anodic oxidation time) had excellent structural integrity, an ordered arrangement, large diameters and thin walls [156]. Further, Ag metalization on the above TiO₂ nanotubes was done by using ultrasonic atomization-UV photo reduction method and this Ag/TiO₂ nanotube films showed good activity for acetic acid decomposition under UV light irradiation. A mathematical model for catalytic degradation was established based on a hyperbolic model [156].

\[
-d\frac{[C(HAc)]}{dt} = \frac{C[HAc]_0^2}{a[C(HAc)]_0}
\]

C[HAc]₀ is acetic acid concentration at degradation time t, C[HAc]₀ is the initial acetic acid concentration and a is a concentration factor \(a = 1/c(t)\). The plot of reciprocal of degradation rate versus 1/t gave the value of \(a = 0.113\ C[\text{HAc}]_0 + 0.435\).

1%Ag@TiO₂ (P25) nanocrystals showed remarkable photocatalytic activity for the photodegradation of RhB under visible light irradiation [157]. This catalyst was synthesized by in situ photoreduction of Ag⁺ ion on TiO₂ in polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) - ethanol suspensions. The Ag nanocrystals of 1–3 nm size was deposited on the surface of TiO₂ (20–30 nm) to form a non-centrosymmetric Ag@TiO₂ nanostructures with abundant Ag/TiO₂ interfaces. This results in different dielectric environments surrounding the plasmonic Ag (TiO₂ with higher refractive index on one side and RhB solution with lower refractive index on the other side). Excitation of SPR occurs on visible light irradiation resulting in strong localized plasmonic near fields close to Ag/TiO₂ interface (Fig. 10). These surface plasmon excitations leads to the generation of electron–hole pairs via optical transitions between localized electronic states in the band gap of TiO₂ [158]. At low Ag (0.5%) loading density, the photocatalytic activity decreased since the Ag/TiO₂ interface is not quite large enough for efficient visible light absorption. Even at higher Ag loading density the activity decreased as the adjacent visible light induced plasmonic near fields regions are too close and easily overlap with each other facilitating the recombination of photogenerated charge carriers. Therefore optimum Ag loading facilitates visible light absorption and also has high separation efficiency of charge carriers [157,158]. Nanostructured Ag/TiO₂ hybrid nanofibers prepared via a simple electrospinning process combined with silver mirror reaction exhibited enhanced photocatalytic activity for the degradation of RhB under simulated sunlight irradiation. This activity was attributed to several factors like high dispersion of Ag nanoparticles on individual TiO₂ nanofibers, preferable adsorption behavior of RhB molecules and the synergistic function between the dispersed networks with quantum size effect of Ag/TiO₂ nanofibers [159]. It is also proved that a proper silver mirror reaction time (15 min) will result in an optimal photocatalytic effect (Table 5). Any excess and redundant Ag will be disadvantageous for catalytic activity because of the excessive occupation of the active sites on the TiO₂ nanostructures [159]. Ag/TiO₂ and TiO₂ film coatings deposited using sol gel coating method showed higher photocatalytic activity for bisphenol-A degradation compared to the similar coatings prepared by using magnetron sputtering method [160]. This difference is caused by smaller Ag grain sizes as obtained from the sol–gel derived coatings when compared to the magnetron coatings. Hydroxyapatite modified Ag/TiO₂ exhibited better photocatalytic activity for acetone degradation under visible light irradiation when compared to Ag/TiO₂, TiO₂ and P25 [161]. Hydroxyapatite [Ca₁₀(PO₄)₆(OH)₂] possesses excellent adsorption capacity as well as biocompatibility [162].

The dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) fabricated with Ag/N–TiO₂ showed an enhanced solar to electrical energy conversion efficiency of 8.15% compared to DSSC composed of unmodified TiO₂ which shows 2.19% conversion efficiency under simulated solar irradiation of 100 mW cm⁻² with AM 1.5 G [163]. The improvement was mainly attributed to Ag deposition and incorporation of nitrogen into TiO₂ lattice in the form of N–Ti–O which partially converts Ti⁴⁺ ions to Ti³⁺ ions effectively contributing towards visible light absorption [164]. Under light illumination conditions the dye N719 absorbs incident light and promotes electrons to the excited state which are injected into Ag nanoparticles and these excited electrons are in turn transferred to TiO₂ CB [165,166]. The dye N719 cation is then oxidized by receiving electrons from the electrolyte through the redox system. The electrons through the external circuit are available at the counter Pt electrode to regenerate electrolyte. In this case Ag deposits served as electron sink, acts as scattering element for plasmonic scattering, can also trap the photon and it also enhances the near field (Fig. 11). In addition the accumulation of electrons on Ag deposits shifts the position of its Fermi level closer to TiO₂ CB. The excited electrons from TiO₂ CB (transferred from Ag deposits), were collected by indium tin oxide (ITO) acting as current collector thus improving the photocurrent and photovoltaic performance under the visible light region [167]. Ag/N–TiO₂ nanotube arrays fabricated via electrodeposition method at deposition potential of −1.0 V with deposition time of 5 s showed enhanced photodegradation of acid orange II compared to TiO₂ and N–TiO₂ [168]. The photocurrent density of Ag/N–TiO₂ (150 µA/cm²) was found to be highest when compared to other samples under visible light. The zero-current potential

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Silver mirror reaction time (min)</th>
<th>Ag(wt%)/Ti(wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1:15.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1:2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1:43:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(E$_{\text{CB}}$) for Ag/N–TiO$_2$ and TiO$_2$ nanotube arrays was found to be $-0.768$ V and $-0.607$ V versus Ag/AgCl, respectively. This negative shift of potential by 0.161 V was ascribed to the modification of TiO$_2$ by nitrogen doping and Ag deposition suggesting that Ag/N–TiO$_2$ photocatalyst needs a lower potential (less energy) to extract the photoinduced electrons to the external circuit [168]. Ag/N–TiO$_2$ coated with PVP a non-conducting organic stabilizer exhibited enhanced H$_2$ evolution and high photocurrent efficiency under visible light irradiation when compared to N–TiO$_2$ and Au/N–TiO$_2$. The activity was attributed to the formation of intense electric fields at the Ag particle surface which increases the rate of formation of electron–hole pairs near the N–TiO$_2$ particle surface [169]. The advantages of forming charge carrier pairs near the semiconductor surface rather than in the bulk are as follows: (i) the charge carriers are readily separated from each other under the influence of the surface potential and (ii) the charge carriers have a shorter distance to migrate in order to reach the surface, where they can take part in photocatalytic transformation reactions. This effectively means that the probability of photoreaction is enhanced relative to the probability of charge-carrier recombination. The optimal distance between a semiconductor and plasmonic nanostructure is affected by Forster energy transfer from the semiconductor to the metal [170]. In the photoelectrodes, the organic PVP layer acts as the buffer region which kept the two nanostructures at a finite distance from each other without physical contact, providing an environment where the negative effect of the Forster energy transfer is diminished. Photocurrent was shown to be a function of broadband visible-light intensity for N–TiO$_2$ and composite Ag/N–TiO$_2$ samples. Ag/N–TiO$_2$ exhibits approximately a linear first-order dependence on the light intensity, while N–TiO$_2$ exhibits approximately half-order dependence (Fig. 12). The observed linear dependence of the surface concentration of hole on the light intensity for Ag/N–TiO$_2$ is another indication that charge carriers are formed close to the semiconductor surface in the composite Ag/N–TiO$_2$ system. Surface-science measurements have implied half-order dependency on light intensity for the TiO$_2$ bulk holes and linear dependency on light intensity for surface generated holes [171]. In those measurements, the surface-specific formation of charge carriers (holes) was accomplished by using a flux of energetic electrons with penetration depths significantly smaller than those of photons [172]. The observed intensity dependence difference was attributed to the charge carriers formed in the bulk are lost mainly through the process of charge carrier recombination (exhibiting a half-order dependence on the intensity), while the charge carriers formed close to the surface of the semiconductor mainly decayed in their reaction with surface trap states (exhibiting a first-order dependence on the light intensity).

Devi et al., reported the use of Ag/Mn–TiO$_2$, which showed enhanced photocatalytic activity due to the synergistic effect of bicrystalline framework of anatase and rutile structures with high intimate contact due to the similarity in their crystallite sizes [13c]. The extent of band bending, the variation of potential field in the space charge region with respect to the size of the deposited Ag metal particles was discussed in detail. Metal/semiconductor contact induced band bending due to the variation of electric and potential fields in the space charge region was described by using finite and infinite interface models. The infinite metal/semiconductor interface model can be applied when

---

**Fig. 11.** Charge transfer mechanism for Ag/N–TiO$_2$ photoanode-modified DSSC. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [163] Copyright (2014) Royal Society of Chemistry.

**Fig. 12.** Photocurrent as a function of broadband visible-light intensity for N–TiO$_2$ and composite Ag/N–TiO$_2$ samples Ag/N–TiO$_2$ exhibits approximately a linear (first-order) dependence on the light intensity, while N–TiO$_2$ exhibits approximately half-order dependence. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [169] Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
lateral width of metal/semiconductor interface is higher than the thickness of the space charge region (10 nm). However, in a catalytic system where semiconductor particles with small metal deposits are used as a catalyst which is smaller than 10 nm, finite metal/semiconductor interface model is more relevant. In this regard Ioannides and Verykios have proposed a model based on Schottky approximation [20]. According to them the electric field $E(r)$ and potential $V(r)$ in the space charge region along with extent of band bending can be calculated. As the size of Ag metal deposit increases the magnitude of the electric field decreases. It can be inferred that when the radius of the deposited Ag metal particle on the surface of semiconductor is around 8 nm, the number of surface adsorbed molecules is high. The number of adsorbed molecules on the surface decreases with the increase in the size of the metal deposit. Dimensional size of deposited Ag particles plays a significant role in enhancing the photocatalytic activity. Depending on the size of the silver deposit, the energy level of silver varies from $-4.64$ to $-1.30$ eV (with respect to vacuum energy level). Beyond the optimum Ag concentration (>0.1%), the space charge region within the semiconductor becomes more negative and facilitates the recombination process. The surface plasmon resonance frequency of the metal particles can be tuned to the visible light absorption by changing the size of the deposited metal particles on the mixed phase titania.

Ag deposited on Fe-doped TiO$_2$ (Ag/Fe–TiO$_2$) showed enhanced activity for the photocatalytic degradation of MB under visible light irradiation compared to Ag/TiO$_2$, Fe/TiO$_2$ and TiO$_2$. The superior activity of Ag/Fe–TiO$_2$ is ascribed to coexistence of optimal Fe$_{35}$ (0.3 mol%) and Ag (0.25 mol%) content. Under UV illumination electron–hole pairs are generated which are trapped by Fe$_{35}$ ions hindering recombination process [173]. The trapped electron is further transferred to surface adsorbed oxygen to generate superoxide radical, hydroperoxy and hydroxyl radical. The trapped holes can also generate hydroxyl radical and oxidize the MB molecule. Consequently the Ag nanoparticles can also trap excited electrons and transfer them to adsorbed oxygen to generate superoxide radicals, hydroperoxy and hydroxyl radicals.

$$\text{TiO}_2 \xrightarrow{\text{hv}} e^- + h^+ \quad (5)$$

$$\text{Fe}^{3+} + e^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} \quad (6)$$

$$\text{Fe}^{3+} + h^+ \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{4+} \quad (7)$$

$$e^- + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{O}_2^- \quad (8)$$

$$\text{O}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{HO}_2^- + \text{OH}^- \quad (9)$$

$$h^+ + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \cdot \text{OH} + \text{H}^+ \quad (10)$$

$$\cdot \text{OH} + \text{Dye} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (11)$$

Under the visible light irradiation, the electronic transition from the dopant energy level (Fe$_{35}$/Fe$_{45}$) to the CB of TiO$_2$ is responsible for the excitation of the nanocomposite [174]. The 3d orbital of Fe$_{35}$ ion is located above the TiO$_2$ VB. Thus Fe$_{35}$ ion can absorb a photon to produce a Fe$_{45}$ ion and this excited electron in the TiO$_2$ CB can either react with the adsorbed oxygen to form superoxide radical or can be subsequently transferred to Ag nanoparticles inhibiting the recombination of electron–hole pairs. In addition, Fe$_{45}$ ions can react with surface hydroxyl group to produce hydroxyl radical and Fe$_{35}$ ion (Fig. 13).

$$\text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{hv} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{4+} + e^- \quad (12)$$

$$e^- + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{O}_2^- \quad (13)$$

$$\text{Fe}^{4+} + \cdot \text{OH} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{OH}^- \quad (14)$$

Visible light degradation experiments were conducted in presence of blue, green, yellow and red filters (Table 6) suggested that red filter transmits most of visible light at $\lambda > 600$ nm where MB is activated into its excited state injecting an electron into the CB or surface states of TiO$_2$ which was captured by surface adsorbed oxygen to generate superoxide radical [175]. In another study Fe$_{35}$ ions were doped into TiO$_2$ nanotube arrays synthesized by electrochemical anodic oxidation of pure titanium in an NH$_4$F electrolyte solution containing iron ions. Ag nanoparticles were assembled on this Fe$_{35}$–TiO$_2$ nanotube array by microwave assisted chemical reduction method which showed enhanced quantum efficiency for H$_2$ production by water splitting under UV/visible light irradiation [176]. Both Ag and Fe effectively restrained the recombination rate of photogenerated charge carriers. During H$_2$ production ethanol is oxidized to acetic acid by hydroxyl radicals. The consumption of hydroxyl radicals accelerates the decomposition of water to H$^+$ and hydroxyl radicals. When UV light is irradiated on Ag/Fe$^{35}$–TiO$_2$ electron gets excited from VB to Fe$_{35}$ dopant level to yield Fe$_{35}^+$ leaving behind a hole. This Fe$_{35}^+$ in turn is reoxidized to Fe$_{35}^{3+}$ by transfer of electron to adsorbed oxygen. Alternatively the trapped hole can migrate to Fe$_{35}^{3+}$ dopant to yield Fe$_{45}^+$ which in turn can transfer the hole to the surface and oxidize the hydroxyl anions to produce hydroxyl radicals. Fe$_{35}$ ion is relatively stable ion state due to half filled 3d electronic configuration. The Fe$_{45}^+$ or Fe$_{35}^+$ states can easily release the respective charge carriers to return back to stable Fe$_{35}$ state and thereby participating in the photocatalytic reaction [177,178]. Ag/Fe/TiO$_2$ (with 4.5% Fe and Ag) showed enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen production via water splitting under visible light irradiation [179]. During the hydrogen production, ethanol is used as sacrificial agent. Holes in TiO$_2$ VB react with water to form an H$^+$ ion and a hydroxyl free radical (OH$^-$). Subsequently hydroxyl free radicals can participate in the chemical reaction with CH$_3$CH$_2$OH [180]. The decomposition of water to H$^+$ and hydroxyl...
Table 6
The percentage of MB discoloration and TOC reduction by different catalyst under visible light in presence of various filters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>% Discoloration</th>
<th>Filters</th>
<th>K (h⁻¹)</th>
<th>% TOC reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240 min</td>
<td>540 min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>irradiation</td>
<td>irradiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe³⁺ – TiO₂</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag/TiO₂</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag/Fe³⁺ – TiO₂</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


radicals is accelerated by the presence of sacrificial agent leading to enhanced hydrogen production [181].

TiO₂ encapsulated Ag nanoparticles supported on porous SiO₂ bead nanospheres were fabricated in the following way: surface protected etching strategy was adopted to synthesize porous SiO₂ core, followed by a calcination process to immobilize Ag nanoparticles on the surface of porous SiO₂ and in turn this was followed by hydrolysis process to coat TiO₂ shell layer, respectively [182]. This photocatalyst showed enhanced photocatalytic activity for RhB degradation when compared to TiO₂ encapsulated porous SiO₂ nanospheres and P25 mainly because Ag nanoparticles cannot only enhance the response of UV/visible light while the special structure of TiO₂ encapsulated Ag nanoparticles supported on porous SiO₂ bead nanospheres effectively facilitates the separation of photogenerated electrons and holes. This unique structure of the photocatalyst provides more advantages like: (i) the encapsulation of Ag nanoparticles was advantageous since this process increased its stability during calcination and subsequent photocatalysis. Further, encapsulation effectively avoids the Ag nanoparticles from moving together and coagulating [183–185], (ii) The in situ growth of the Ag nanoparticles on the surface of porous silica bead leads to uniform distribution of the Ag nanoparticles inside the TiO₂ matrix. This is beneficial to decrease the mean free path of the photogenerated electrons between TiO₂ and Ag nanoparticles which serve as electron trapping center. Furthermore, the authors claim that due to SPR effect of the Ag nanoparticles, the absorption ability of the photocatalyst was largely increased especially in the visible light region [186]. (iii) The encapsulation of Ag within TiO₂ shell increases the contact area between Ag nanoparticles and the TiO₂ matrix for more efficient electron transfer [147]. In another study TiO₂ film was initially prepared by absorptive self assembly method and Ag deposition was fabricated by photochemical route and this Ag/TiO₂/SiO₂ photocatalyst showed improved E. coli bactericidal efficiency under UV light illumination [187]. At the intimate contact interface, the plasma Ag metal served as the electron conductors to transport them away from TiO₂ surface and retard the electron-hole recombination rate [188]. The residual free holes can react with water molecules to generate various reactive oxygen species which acts as an immense oxidizing agent and this was the main mechanism proposed for Ag/TiO₂/SiO₂ composite catalyst to kill the bacteria by the assistance of light [189]. Ag/AgCl/TiO₂ nanotube arrays was prepared by depositing AgCl nanoparticles into the self-organized TiO₂ and then partially reducing Ag⁺ ions to Ag⁰ species on the surface region of AgCl particles under xenon lamp irradiation [190]. The prepared metal–semiconductor nanocomposite plasmonic photocatalyst exhibits high visible-light photocatalytic activity for the degradation of MO in water. The Ag nanoparticles are photoexcited due to SPR effect and charge separation is accomplished by the transfer of photoexcited electrons from the Ag nanoparticles to the TiO₂, CB and the authors further propose simultaneous transfer of compensative electrons from donor Cl⁻ ions to the Ag nanoparticles (Fig. 14) [191–193]. In another study Ag/AgCl/TiO₂ nanocomposite thin films prepared by the same method exhibited enhanced photocatalytic decomposition of 4-CP under visible light irradiation [194]. The grains of AgCl are photosensitive to UV light due to the ionic point defects and they can trap electron which leads to the formation of small amount of metallic Ag which gets deposited on the surface of AgCl [195]. Under the visible light irradiation electron–hole pairs are photogenerated in the Ag nanoparticles due to SPR effect. The photoexcited electrons of Ag get injected into the TiO₂ CB as the Fermi level of TiO₂ and Ag nanoparticles match with each other thereby forming Ag²⁺. This radical ion can react with Cl⁻ ion forming Cl² and Ag as shown in the equations [191–193]. Because of the high oxidation ability of the chlorine atoms, the 4-CP could be oxidized by the chlorine atoms and hence the Cl² could be reduced to chloride ions again. The 4-CP can also be oxidized directly by plasmon induced hole (or Ag²⁺) on Ag nanoparticles, thereby accelerating the reduction of photooxidized Ag nanoparticles back to their initial state. Therefore, the Ag nanoparticles can be rapidly regenerated and the Ag/AgCl/TiO₂ system remains self stable [196].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ag} + \text{hv} & \rightarrow \text{Ag}^+ \quad (15) \\
\text{Ag}^+ + \text{TiO}_2 & \rightarrow \text{Ag}^{2+} + \text{TiO}_2(e^-) \quad (16) \\
\text{TiO}_2(e^-) + \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2 + \text{O}_2^{2-} \quad (17) \\
\text{O}_2^{2-} + \text{H}^+ & \rightarrow \text{HO}_2^- \quad (18) \\
\text{e}^- + \text{HO}_2^- + \text{H}^+ & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \quad (19) \\
\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{e}^- & \rightarrow \text{OH}^- + \text{OH}^- \quad (20) \\
4\text{-CP} + \text{OH}^- & \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{Cl}^- \quad (21) \\
\text{Ag}^{2+} + \text{Cl}^- & \rightarrow \text{Ag} + \text{Cl}^0 \quad (22) \\
4\text{-CP} + \text{Cl}^0(h^+) & \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{Cl}^- \quad (23)
\end{align*}
\]

**Fig. 14.** Schematic representation for the charge separation in a visible light irradiated Ag/AgCl/TiO₂ system.

Considering their large specific surface area, high pore volume, unique morphology and high photocatalytic activity, these photocatalysts are of great interest in various applications like sensors, solar cell, catalysis, separation technology, biomedical engineering and nanotechnology. This study may provide new insight into the design and preparation of advanced visible-light photocatalytic materials.

5. Photocatalytic activity of palladium deposited titania (Pd/TiO₂)

Bowker and co-workers studied the photocatalytic degradation of methanol on a Pd/TiO₂ catalyst under anaerobic conditions, which clearly indicated that the active sites were on the metal/TiO₂ interface [197]. The high photoactivity of Pd/N–TiO₂ (0.6% Pd) for eosin yellow decomposition under visible light arises from the synergistic effects of palladium deposition and nitrogen doping [198]. The palladium on TiO₂ surface creates a Schottky junction between the metal and the semiconductor, which acts as a sink for photo-generated electrons. Plasmonic cubic Pd@TiO₂ composite structure with well-controlled TiO₂ shell thickness of 75 nm fabricated using a two-step surface modification process exhibited superior visible light photocatalytic performance for phenol degradation. The superior activity was contributed to the synergistic effects between large surface area with high crystallinity and well defined morphology with controllable optical properties from plasmonic effects [199]. The Pd core serves as a sensitizer that absorbs resonance photons, facilitates light harvest by enhancing light absorption. During this process collective oscillation of valence electrons of the metal on interaction with incident light excites electrons from the ground state to the SPR state which has energy between 1.0 and 4.0 eV with respect to Fermi level of the Pd metal [200]. These photoexcited electrons directly get injected into the nearby TiO₂ CB due to the formation of Schottky barrier at the metal semiconductor interface. It was also suggested that the hot spots (plasmon decay producing intensely hot electrons) appear on the sharp edges and corners of TiO₂ where the electric field intensity of SPR is several times higher than that of the incident electric field of the photon [201–204]. Electron hole pairs are generated by surface plasmon decay and the rate of generation is intensified by the local field enhancement on the hot spot regions (Fig. 15). This system may pave way for utilizing the SPR effect in designing highly efficient photocatalytic system. In another research study it was found that Pd/TiO₂ (containing 0–44% rutile) had significant number of Ti⁴⁺ sites which was in contact with Pd and was responsible for ethylene selectivity in acetylene hydrogenation reaction [205]. The existence of highly distorted defect sites at the metal–semiconductor interfaces are the source of efficient and unique photocatalytic reaction sites [205].

6. Photocatalytic activity of titania with bimetallic surface deposition

Recent literature highlights various research groups investigating the effects of bimetallic deposition on TiO₂ surface. However this review gives only a glimpse toward this strategy. Detailed analogy and citations of all the articles of this aspect is too difficult at this stage and it may be a subject matter for another complete review. Bimetallic particles of same size, shape, and composition show significant differences in activity when configured into different architectures such as alloy, cluster in cluster, core–shell or monometallic mixtures. The structure of bimetallic combination depends on the preparation conditions, miscibility and the kinetics of the reduction of metal ions on the surface of the catalyst [206–210]. Au/Pt–TiO₂ obtained by the hydrolysis of titanium isopropanoxide in microemulsion system followed by reduction of HAuCl₄ (precursor for gold) and K₂PtCl₄ (precursor for palladium) along with NaBH₄ for the bimetallic deposition and the catalyst was further calcined at 450 °C. This catalyst exhibited high rates for phenol degradation under visible light irradiation [210]. The use of NaBH₄ as reducing agent favored the formation of smaller Au/Pt nanoparticles and higher amounts of gold in the form of electronegative species (Au⁰⁻) and the intermetallic dominant state (AuPt) facilitates the charge transfer mechanism between the metals. The electron transport is expected to take place from Pt to Au due to the higher electronegative potential of gold compared to Pt. It was also observed that enhancement in the calcination temperature of this photocatalyst from 450 to 650 °C (Table 7) resulted in rapid drop of photoactivity due to the shrinkage in the surface area, change in the crystal structure and probably change in AuPt nanoparticle morphology [210]. Au/Pt/TiO₂ electrospun nanofibers showed direct evidence for Plasmon enhanced H₂ generation through dual-beam irradiation [211]. The Au/Pt/TiO₂ nanofibers exhibited certain activity for H₂ under single irradiation at 420 nm that excites the defect/impurity states of TiO₂. A higher activity (2.5 times) for H₂ generation was observed when secondary irradiation at 550 nm which was introduced simultaneously to excite Au SPR.

![Fig. 15. Hot electron injection from the surface plasmon state of the metal to the CB of Pd/TiO₂ composite.](image)


**Table 7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample label</th>
<th>Amount of noble metal precursor (mM)</th>
<th>Calcination temperature (°C)</th>
<th>BET surface area (m²/g)</th>
<th>Rate of phenol degradation under visible light (λ &gt; 420 nm) μmol dm⁻³ min⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0.5)Au/(0.1)Pt/TiO₂ -350</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.5)Au/(0.1)Pt/TiO₂ -450</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.5)Au/(0.1)Pt/TiO₂ -550</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.5)Au/(0.1)Pt/TiO₂ -650</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusion

A comprehensive update of mechanism and kinetics involved behind the enhanced photocatalytic efficiency of TiO2 in combination with the deposited noble metals like Pt, Au, Ag and Pd is discussed elaborately and an effort is made to give an insight involving various strategies adopted along with the highlights and advancements made in the research field. Several milestones in tailoring the interface and bulk properties between TiO2 and the metal are explored. Though it is impossible to cover all the research articles due to the voluminous work available in the literature, we sincerely hope that this particular review will trigger interest in synthesizing several semiconductor with multi functional features to enhance its capacity in the environment. The degree of enhancement of TiO2 activity by metallization seems to be highly depending on several factors like the substrate to be degraded, the effects of metal/TiO2 interactions, the amount and the nature of deposited metal, structural and morphological properties of original TiO2, photophysical and photochemical properties, site specific interaction, electrostatic effects, surface adsorption, metallic nature and size of the deposits, oxidation state of the metal which influences the redox properties of the photocatalyst are discussed elaborately in the present review.

The efficiency of the metallized semiconductor particles in photocatalysis and photoelectrocatalysis is dictated by the factors like variation of electric field and potential field within the space charge region and also on the extent of band bending. Electric field decreases with increase in the size of the metal deposit whereas the potential field shows an exponential behavior with the increase in size of the metal deposits. Majority of studies report the optimum size of the metal to be between 8 and 12 nm and the maximum efficiency of the catalyst is limited to this size. The process of oxidation of deposited metal by the photogenerated hole and the process of reduction of metal ions by CB electrons compete with one another to decide the ultimate fate of the interface. The challenge for the next decade lies in designing a novel metal semiconductor assembly which can promote an efficient photoinduced charge separation and which can mimic various reactions taking place in the nature. The other applications of metallized semiconductor particles include as colorimetric sensor, photovoltaic and also in photochromic devices. It is hoped that this review can inspire multidisciplinary research interest in precisely tailoring the photophysical and photochemical properties of metal deposited semiconductor particles and to study in the realm of various applications.
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